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Blue on yellow perimetry with scanning laser ophthalmoscopy in patients with age related macular disease
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Background/aim: The loss of short wavelength sensitive (SWS) cone mechanism sensitivity is related to severe vision loss in patients with age related maculopathy (ARM). A case-control study of patients with ARM and age matched controls was performed, using blue on yellow static perimetry.

Methods: A bright yellow background at 594 nm isolated the responses of short wavelength cone mechanisms to 458 nm targets. A scanning laser ophthalmoscope produced stimuli and provided real time, simultaneous fundus illumination. The macula was probed with 16 Goldmann IV targets, 1–10 degrees from fixation, using a staircase method.

Results: 24 patients with non-exudative ARM were matched to 24 subjects with normal fundus appearance. SWS cone pathway sensitivity for macular targets was significantly reduced in the patients with ARM compared to normals—15.45 (SD 4.56) dB v 17.22 (0.28) dB, respectively (p<0.0005). There was not only a diffuse loss of sensitivity in ARM patients, but also a localised loss of sensitivity over drusen (p<0.025). Neither the mean age, 69 (8) years, nor the mean visual acuity differed between groups, logMAR 0.09 (0.10) v 0.05 (0.06) for ARM patients v normals, respectively. Patients with soft drusen had lower sensitivity than those with hard drusen (p<0.05).

Conclusion: A loss of SWS cone pathway sensitivity occurred in most patients with early ARM, despite good visual acuity, demonstrating a loss of visual function that cannot be attributed to age changes. The loss of sensitivity, despite good visual acuity, included both a diffuse loss and localised losses.

A ge related macular degeneration (AMD) is a major cause of visual impairment in industrialised countries.1 Funduscopic risk factors for severe vision loss include hyperpigmentation and drusen size, type, and confluency.2,3 Measurements of visual function reflect the physiological status of an individual’s retina and illustrate current pathophysiological status rather than past morphological changes. Visual acuity does not reflect retinal health, or cone function, in many diseases.4 12 18 Techniques of measuring visual function are more specific to the locus of pathology of AMD and, less influenced than is visual acuity or contrast sensitivity by lens and other media changes, have generated interest.4 14 5–11 13–21

In patients with ARM, short wavelength sensitive cone (SWS) mechanism sensitivity is decreased.12 18 22 There is decreased sensitivity for short wavelength targets in both the fovea and periphery which is related to poor visual outcome.14 23 We investigated the SWS cone mechanisms in a case-control design, comparing patients with ARM and good visual acuity to age matched normal subjects. We expanded on the foveal studies by Eisner et al, which minimise the influence of lens and other visual system mechanisms, by testing the posterior pole with blue on yellow perimetry using a scanning laser ophthalmoscope (SLO).24

The principle of blue on yellow perimetry is the isolation of the SWS cone response by suppressing responses of other cone types by a yellow background.2 12-14 17–19 21 SWS cone pathways seem more affected by the early stages of various diseases than the other cone pathways.12 17 25 Fundus perimetry techniques have been developed to visualise the posterior pole and retinal location of the targets.26 These methods were improved with the SLO,27 28 which allowed simultaneous fundus imaging with invisible light and testing with a different laser source.29 Correction for eye movements is done by landmark driven adjustment of stimulus presentation30 or by correction of the stimulus position after target presentation.31

The advantages of fundus perimetry are the identification and quantification of scotomata in patients with unstable or eccentric fixations32 and the assessment of fixation stability.33–35 This is particularly valuable in patients with atrophy, exudation, or scars in advanced stages of a variety of diseases.36 37 However, few studies concentrate on the early changes of diseases or on processes without atrophy and scarring.21 31 38

MATERIALS AND METHODS

A research scanning laser ophthalmoscope was used.24 The technique of blue on yellow perimetry has been described previously.24 25 Perimetry was performed using two different lasers. Blue stimuli (200 ms) and a blue background (29×23 degrees, 93 td) were generated by a multiline argon laser at 458 nm and a six cavity interference filter. A yellow background (4100 td), produced by a 594 nm HeNe laser, was superimposed. Real time, simultaneous fundus illumination was provided by the Cr:Li:SaF laser with a Gaussian beam profile at 850 nm, which was invisible to the subject and provided excellent image quality. SWS cones have their peak sensitivities at low spatial frequencies, and thus large rectangular targets (0.9×0.9 degrees 0.24×0.24 mm that approximate Goldmann IV and a large fixation cross (2.3×2.3 degrees) at maximum intensity were used.

Abbreviations: AMD, age related macular degeneration; ARM, age related maculopathy; RPE, retinal pigment epithelium; SLO, scanning laser ophthalmoscope; SWS, short wavelength sensitive; VA, visual acuity
The eye with the better visual acuity, or if no difference in visual acuity the right eye, was tested. All patients and subjects received mydriatics before retinal examination.

Static perimetry was performed using software previously described. Stimuli were presented in random order in a static, single crossing staircase strategy similar to that in Fastpac. The answer could be ignored by the examiner in case of an inappropriate response—for example, at the beginning of the test, in case of large eye movements, or during misalignment of the eye with respect to the apparatus.

Sixteen stimulus loci in a rectangular grid were tested in a 10 degree central field. About 100 test stimuli were presented, taking about 10–15 minutes. Additional infrared imaging was performed to determine fundus status using large and small field sizes, 28.6×23.0 degrees and 15.2×13.6 degrees, and both direct and indirect modes.

**Data analysis**

Sensitivity is defined as the target seen with the lowest intensity in dB (1/10 log unit). Maximum sensitivity was defined as 20 dB. The range of usable stimulus intensity was 2.0–2.5 log units (maximal intensity—background intensity). An attenuation of 20 dB indicated excellent sensitivity, while 10 dB indicated poor sensitivity.

To compute the retinal location of the target, a fundus landmark was chosen. A retinal image was digitised 17 ms after stimulus offset. On each image, the examiner placed a cursor on the landmark to compute the corrected retinal location of the stimulus. A confocal, infrared image was digitised at the end of the test, on which the correct locations of stimuli were displayed.

To determine whether a patient had sensitivity reduced on average, rather than increased variability, Bebié functions were computed. Each subject’s data were sorted by rank order, then plotted with the leftmost point being the most sensitive. A displacement downward of the Bebié function indicates diffuse loss, while a negative slope indicates large variability among loci.

Mean and standard deviation was computed for the sensitivity for each group, as defined below. The unpaired t test was used to assess the difference in sensitivity, visual acuity, and age. To compare sensitivity over areas of drusen, nine patients were selected with clearcut regions of drusen versus no drusen, from the fundus slide. The mean sensitivity for each region was computed. Then the mean sensitivity for the same stimulus loci was computed for matched controls. A new variable was formed, the difference between drusen versus no drusen areas, for each subject. An unpaired t test was performed on these differences. A t test was also performed on the difference between “normal” areas in patient eyes and the same loci in control eyes.

**Subjects and patients**

The ARM group consisted of 24 patients. To investigate early changes of ARM, the inclusion criteria were no atrophic region >200 μm, no exudative lesions, and visual acuity ≤20/40. Patients were examined by a retinal specialist. Snellen visual acuity was assessed before examination. For statistical analysis, all acuity scores were converted to logarithmic equivalents (log maximal angle of resolution, logMAR). Fundus photography was performed, and fluorescein angiography as needed for clinical purposes. Drusen within the central 15 degree visual angle were graded using colour fundus slides. Eyes were assigned to one of two categories by drusen type predominance, hard or soft, according to the international classification. One patient with multiple hard drusen that had softened and become confluent was placed into the predominantly soft group. One patient exhibited whitish fundus lesions with a peau d’orange pattern, fitted into neither group, and was excluded from subgroup analysis. The control group consisted of 24 normal subjects, selected from the previous study to match patients for age and sex, had no history of eye disease in the test eye.

Before participation in the study, all subjects received a detailed explanation of the procedures and gave their informed consent and signed a consent form approved by the institutional review board of the Schepens Eye Research Institute. The tenets of the Declaration of Helsinki were followed.

**RESULTS**

Blue on yellow perimetry showed that the mean sensitivity of ARM patients was significantly lower compared with controls (p<0.005), despite no difference in age or visual acuity (p = 0.87 and p = 0.08, respectively) (fig1A, table 1). Patients had higher inter-individual variation than controls: coefficients of variation 14% vs 3% (p<0.0005). Sensitivity in the maculas of patients ranged from normal to an average decrease of more than 7 dB (fig 1B). Patients had no consistent pattern of field loss such as that found previously in ageing—for example, central v more peripheral locations or nasal v inferior field, although a difference −0.23 dB for the
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*Figure 1  Sensitivity of blue targets on yellow backgrounds for normals v patients with ARM, showing worse performance, as well as more variable, for patients on average. (A) Sensitivity for patients and subjects, matched for age, shown as box plots with 10, 25, 50, and 75 percentiles. (B) Sensitivity as a function of age for all normals from Remky et al* compared with patients.

| Table 1: Comparison of patients with age related maculopathy (ARM) to controls for sensitivity of blue on yellow perimetry, age, visual acuity in logMAR, and sex |
|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|
|                  | ARM patients    | Controls        |                 |
| Sensitivity (dB) | 15.45 (4.56)    | 17.22 (0.28)    |                 |
| Age (years)      | 68.9 (7.9)      | 68.6 (7.9)      |                 |
| LogMAR           | −0.089 (0.098)  | −0.048 (0.055)  |                 |
| Sex (M/F)        | 10/14           | 9/15            |                 |
central versus more peripheral locations was observed in the total sample ($p < 0.05$).

The hard drusen group had 13 eyes, and the soft drusen group had 10 eyes. The mean sensitivity of patients with hard drusen was significantly higher than those with soft, 16.52 (SD 0.88) dB vs 14.31 (2.72) dB, respectively ($p < 0.05$). The soft drusen group had significantly greater intraindividual variability across loci than the hard drusen group: coefficients of variation 15% vs 6.6%, respectively ($p < 0.005$). There was no difference in age or visual acuity between groups.

To investigate whether loss of mean sensitivity is caused by localised morphological changes or diffuse loss, we assessed Bebié curves. The grand average for the patients with ARM was shifted to a lower sensitivity value, indicating a diffuse field loss (fig 2). Slopes were steeper for patients than for normals, indicating the influence of localised changes ($p < 0.0005$). Figures 3–5 illustrate the differences in sensitivity and slope for individual Bebié functions. The curve for patients with soft drusen was steeper than for those with hard drusen ($p < 0.005$), indicating more variation of sensitivity over the field. The slope of the Bebié function was significantly steeper than the normal slope for each patient shown.

In patients with ARM, sensitivity was typically low over areas with fundus changes such as drusen, confluent material, atrophic patches, or hyperpigmentation (figs 3–5). The low sensitivity over areas of pathology corresponded to the increased variability of sensitivity across the field for patients, particularly those with soft drusen (table 2). Retinal areas with drusen had lower sensitivity than areas lacking drusen on the fundus slide ($p < 0.025$), as previously reported.38 Retinal areas without visible soft drusen in the eyes of patients with ARM also had worse sensitivity than the matched control loci ($p < 0.01$). This, again, indicates a diffuse loss of sensitivity in the group of patients.

Often the pathological changes visible ophthalmoscopically or in the fundus slide did not adequately represent the extent of changes, the severity of changes, the amount of hyperpigmentation, or the confluency of drusen that was seen on infrared imaging (figs 3C, 3D, 4C). The confocal mode of infrared imaging (figs 3B, 4B, and 5B) showed many more drusen and most features more distinctly. The indirect mode of infrared imaging readily distinguished atrophic from other lightly pigmented or highly reflective features (fig 4C), as well as regions of confluent material from pale regions. These images indicate that even the more normal appearing
areas of the posterior pole may have involvement in disease, and that some pathological features may not be adequately documented by fundus slides. Thus, a sensitivity loss that is diffuse and widespread is not surprising in light of the infrared imaging findings.

**DISCUSSION**

SWS cone sensitivity, reported to be more affected by the early stages of several diseases than the other cone pathways, was investigated in a parametric study of the macula. The loss of SWS cone pathway sensitivity in patients with ARM found in this study agrees with other studies. This loss was not attributable to ageing alone, since a strict matching procedure was performed.

Previous studies have shown early functional abnormalities—for example, decreased retinal sensitivity for short wavelength stimuli under dark adapted sensitivity, and decreased SWS cone sensitivity in patients with drusen and hyperpigmentation. The change of SWS sensitivity over time correlates well with changes of fundus appearance. Changes of the RPE (retinal pigment epithelium), particularly drusen and hyperpigmentation, are the fundus changes that are visible early in ARM. These are related to pathophysiological processes of the RPE. The site of sensitivity loss may reflect pathological changes to the photoreceptors, when these metabolically active cells receive reduced levels of oxygen and other metabolites or accumulate waste products locally. Evidence of drusen, particularly confluent drusen, may indicate local or diffuse dysfunction of the retinal pigment epithelium (RPE), as well as physical disruption of the tissues. Our finding of more pronounced sensitivity losses in the group with soft drusen is consistent with the clinico-histopathological hypotheses of greater loss of metabolic or hydrophilic barrier function.

There are changes found for the pathways not only for the SWS but also for the LWS and MWS cones, demonstrated with a variety of methods ranging from those that isolate cone photopigment properties to those that rely on cone inputs for the detection of flicker and spatial patterns. The relative degree of damage to the cone pathways depend upon not only the severity of damage to the
RPE complex, but also the type of test used and the scaling of the data."\(^\text{23}\)

An early, selective loss of SWS mechanism sensitivity has also been found in glaucoma, diabetes, and other retinopathies.\(^\text{13, 17, 19, 20}\) The primary site of pathophysiology in these diseases is the cells of the inner retina, which are susceptible to ischaemic and other insults. Since the SWS mechanism pathways lack the redundancy that other cone pathways have, either a photoreceptor/RPE complex or inner retinal change may cause loss of function at a specific retinal locus. This may improve the sensitivity of the test, but worsen the specificity of detecting the tissue locus of damage.

The present data show not only a significant diffuse loss of SWS sensitivity in ARM, but also a reduction of sensitivity caused by localised fundus changes, such as drusen. This is in contrast with the studies with dark adapted thresholds,\(^\text{46}\) in which no differences in sensitivity over drusen were found compared to neighbouring areas, regardless of type of drusen. If sensitivity loss has a basis in inner retinal ischaemia, then only certain types of losses are consistent with our perimetry findings. Significant, localised changes to the circulation only certain types of losses are consistent with our perimetry findings.

Disease progression depends upon factors that may cause diffuse loss, such as ischaemia,\(^\text{21, 22}\) to determine whether the diffuse loss or localised losses are more predictive for severe visual loss.

SWS cone pathway function testing is a quick, non-invasive procedure that can easily be performed at the posterior pole in patients with ARM. Using an SLO provides the advantages of minimising lens and small pupil effects, and providing fundus imaging for comparison. Using automatic, static perimetry allows the testing of different locations without the fundus appearance leading to experimenter bias. Our data displayed sensitivity losses beyond ageing changes. The prognostic value has been reported to be high for previous studies of the SWS cone pathway in patients with ARM.\(^\text{44}\) Our finding of large individual differences among patients implies that despite all patients having good visual acuity, some eyes already have much worse function and may be at risk for severe vision loss from geographic atrophy\(^\text{40}\) and exudation.\(^\text{45}\)
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**Table 2** Comparison of blue on yellow sensitivity over areas with as opposed to without drusen

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Loci over drusen</th>
<th>Non-drusen area</th>
<th>Corresponding loci for drusen area</th>
<th>Corresponding loci for non-drusen area</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sensitivity (dB)</td>
<td>13.11 (3.12)</td>
<td>15.20 (2.24)</td>
<td>16.77 (0.51)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Blue on yellow perimetry with SLO


